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A RationaL.:"ppr'M.ch

C1.

t,,j'the

Deve Lopmen t o.f.a·n HPMWeapon... ·:

Introduction.

In considering
the possible
deve Iopment ,0£ ahigh-power:':'micl'l)wave
(HPM) .
:.weapon, one needs to define the pr6:S1,8l!lt;i.wni,t,;,isittha
e one 'is', ,,~rying,J.<? .(:f?'?'.
..One can design a high-p!)wer. jammer- ~r;~i~~}~·d.s.x{t@;nored
'to some po+t,:i.e.';\la:r>~~~{
:/ :~.:.
'subsystem,
such as the oper,ating'fre~\iuepcy
o:.fcc.aradar •. This .J•.8.no·tj;·nr"wev.e":j :'.
what we are considering
hc~'~,
We are' cons:iQe-~ingthemore
gener:.a~.pf~:·bfetii·"pi' .
damaging or upsetting
elec'tronicequipmentvia:·i:fa;u],.ts·1.ti
1;;he';ystem;,:design
such
.a s through windows, dcor-s ; antennas
(out of ..cpe~a.t~Jlg:,5·and)~/ano conduo t Lng
,-,penetrations
(power and communications
linesstc.).
Some refer .t.o this as
·~:~l:;.<;iGkdoor coupling".
This is usually
the principalEMP
couplir~g pr-ob.Lern,
The general
industrial
world (with a
basic electromagnetic
concepts,
including
,grqunding.
This fact can.jie exploited
in
perhaps a nev application
of the military

few exceptions)
does not understand.
elementary
consistent
shielding
and
designing
an HPMweapon.
(This is
maxim:
r':Hit 'em where theY'ain't!")

If, however, one wishes to design an HPMweapon, it behooves one to
'.lunderstand
what the real system vulnerabilities
of this type are.
What
frequencies,
pulse widths,
and amplitudes
should one use?
For what potential
target
systems (theirs
and ours) should one find the answer to these questions?
Having decided
(at least
tentatively)
whatenv'ironmeRt,".an.HPM,;<:weapon~n';u)0
',p·rQd.u'ce,'t.hen one caninvest;i·gi.,\'.:e'the{
te~~ib,tj:1.,t,y of'::bui'~~irig'~'su6h?a thing:"
This Lnvo kve s questions"of
range, cost,
wej.:;Et •..
·,'.:i:b;;:;",. peak(power~·::p.~lse width,
.~..
".

etc.
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The Target

In te r-act Lon-Pr-ob Lem,

Designing an HPMwea~'~n is st.rong Iy Lnf'Iuenced by th~ e Ieo.tr-omagne tIe
properties
of the target •. The great complexity,. of real-':;~1-stem$;"dll1akesthis
r..basically
an experimental
.pr-ob Iem,
One can make. models;"'of the intel"action.·
'..p·!'ocess by beginning
with t.i:l~·'electromagnetic·top'O.iogy
of'the
sys't'em't0 break
it into smaller
parts
for anaIys La according
to the layers
of the sys.t,~iri'·[10]'.,:
Whl:le. this can help guide one's understanding
of .the system r-e sponse , it is in
~tst: ,p~s.es foolish
to rely totally
on such analysis.
.EMF test
experience.
pas
sJl;Qwn·.it~t systems are just .t.oo electromagnetically
complex.
A realistic
case
·has·;jus1;."an enormous numbel"6r-'val"iables.
Usually the system designers
have
:not b~en smart enough to use the EM top;ology to control
the number of

penetrations and then cont.r-o
I e'{~ry penetration.
Often one finds things like
"Wires in real systems that the drawings do not show; they may have been added
later by other than the syst.em designers for some "convenience". Needless to
say such can be the Ach.tlles heel of the system. Well, one person's
vulnerability can be an0ther person's opportunity.
So, how does one determine what the potential HPM vulnerabilities of some
system really are? Assuming one has one ot these, there are various possibilities. One can blast away with some HPM sour~e that one has, but why should
one assume that this is the right source? AI~ the frequencies, pulse widths,
and amplitudes cort·e.'~tly
chosen? As one should anticipate, the likelihood of
choosing these para[;letersa priori in an optimum manner is rather small. Of
course, if the test produces an actual failure, one can consider that a data
point around which to design a weapon. However, why should we assume that this
in any sense is optimum? Perhaps another weapon would be more effective in
terms of cost, range, etc.
Another approach Lnvo Ive s using Low-d eve L microwaves (this technology
being around fer about a half. cerrcur-y
), Basical-ly one uses standard horn or
reflector antennas witt. lo\o:·',level.sources.Anticipating an optimum frequency
around a GHz [1] one can cover- the range of- about 100 MHz to 10 GHz. The
basic concept is to measure the transfer functions from incident fields to
r-espon se at some po t.ent.La I i'aLLure port [2].
This should usually exhibit a
resonant behavior. Then one c1ete:'lUir-es
the optimum frequencies Ws and damping
constants rts for an ideal source mat ehed to the experimentally determined
resonances [3]. Combined with a peak microwave field the transfer-function
information gives an estimate of the transient signal at the failure port.
Various characteristics of this transient signal (such as peak (or
-norm) or
energy (related to 2-norm) can be used to estimate potential failure
(including upset) at the port. This gives an estimate of the required
microwave frequency ws, damping constant rts , and amplitude Eo (say for
electric field) to give failure. Note that various directions of incidence and
polarization will be necessary, with transfer functions as a function of
frequency for each.
00

There are, of cour-se, lizr.i
ta tions to this approach. In going from
transfer' ,functions to transient signals a asoc La ted with failure, nonlinear
processes in general enter. However, engineering experience indicates that
linear COI1.8eptscan usually be used to scale up to amplitudes for which the
nonlinear ~"1.ilureprocesses (including failure) occur, and this is all that we
need. Of course, this app Li.e e only ing:'situation where one actually has a
copy of che potential t.ar-ge
t Ln nand ,
I do not mean to imply that this approach will find everything of
signif~cance in the vulnerability of a particular system. However, it will
bring to light much of the vulnerabilities that would otherwise not be exposed
except by an enormous amount of high-power testing. If desired, one could
supplement the low-level testing by testing with medium-level sources that give
what is high level at the system under test. The sources need only be medium
" level because the distance to target would be much shorter than operational
weapon/target distances. Such testing would be to refine the low-level
results (such as looking for signli'icant non l.Lnear-Lt Le s), It is, however, of
less importance than the low-level results'Cat least in a scientific/engineering sense).
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As to who should accomplish the foregoing measurements and analysis, I see
two skills of importancc. First, it is np,cess~ry that practical electromagnetic theorists, such as bu i Lt [10J be dominant in the testing and analysis.
Whether these be at government labs li.ke AFWL, or Lndust.r Ial research groups,
or universities is only of secondary importance. First of all they must be
high).y competent, mostly with doctora tas in the specialty of electromagnetics.
See [4, 5, 6].
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A second category of people concerns instrumentation.
On one hand there
is an enormous amount of microwave instrumentation developed over half a
ce:1tury by the traditional microwave community t.hat c,,-nbe called on. This can
be supplemented by EMP instr:1I:::enta
tion appr-opr-La t<2 tc the transient nature of
the pr-ob Lem, The Low -Leve I.sources and antennas can be found in catalogs and
handbooks.
III.

The Microwave Weapon Problem.

Now assume that the interaction problem has been properly handle~.
(I am
not holding my breath.) FrODt t.hi s we have vsomerdef'Ini t.Lon of. ;l-e.!l.k fieli.l:
frequency, and pulse width .Cper-hap s se'.rc:r~Ls.ets of these) •..Wi.t.U a 'choice of
range R 0 one can go back to the requisite .par-ame ter-s for the source and antenna
to radiate the microwave pulse using the simple formulas In [i J.
Concerning the antenna, there is 8n 8n0rmOU:3 amount of technology to
which a lot of people in the HPM worle E(2!emto b8 oblivious. In the GHz range
and for high power, the general cat6gory o~ antenna of concern is a reflector
antenna [12]. There are many experts on such matters as one can see by reading
the literature. Some of these sho~ld be brought' 0n board.
As one goes to the feeds (a~d perhaps subreflectors and lenses) of the
antenna system very high electric fields will be present involving vacuum, SF6
(or freon), interfaces, lenses, etc. Here some of the EMP-pulse-power
community can contribute.
Working back through one or more high-power waveguides, we come to the
HPM source. A lot of good work has been done on this as evidenced by the
literature [7, 8, 9, 11]. T~e leading c&ndid~tes involve some application of
magnetron/gyrotron technology. Trese are drhren by pulsers :silliilal'
to those
used in EMP simulators. We sta~t off t~inking of GW for 10s of ns and
extrapoJ ate from there. The sour-ces can be made' larger and scme number can be
phase locked together. I think something around ,.1TW is a goa I to shoot for.
(This is still less than the power put out by exj'3ting EM? 3imulators.) A
later discussion may consider some of the pr-ope r-tLe s of what might be called a
phaseI'.
In designing an HPM source efficiency: is extremely Lmpor tantt
are known to be relatively efficient rr.icrowavesources, includl!lg in
range. An inefficient source can be a big problem as one goes up in
energy radiated. This can be the Buck Rogers equivalent of shooting
the foot.

Magilekons
the GW
total
on€:self in

For designing an HPM source we need the right people. Look at the
literature and you will see what universities and laboratories have made the
~~jor contributions.
We need cleverness besides brute force. We need graduate
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students working on PhD theses to develop analytic approximate design
equations for efficient high-power sources. How do you think the radar problem (/
was solved in WWII? (See the M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory series for a clue.)
IV.

Concluding Remarks.

The HPM weapon problem involves both target characterization and weapon
development. Much of the technology exists to solve both problems. However,
more than money we need a team of competent people: electromagnetic theorists,
plasma physicists, etc. And, remember: the best is scarcely good enough.
Mediocre people will get nowhere and can be best utilized in supporting the
experts.
Assuming the right scientists and engineers are assembled to be the
technical leadership, then the function of the administration is to get them
what they need when they need it and not bother them with administrative
trivia. Some of these technical people will likely come from industry and
academla; it is up to the administration to see that they are smoothly
integrated into the team and not burdened with non-technical matters. An
appropriate model is the Manhattan Project, but on a much smaller scale.
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